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FRENCH SCIENTISTS REPORT CONFIRMATION
OF EINSTEIN'S THIRD PREDICTION

(By Science Service)

Release Thursday,-- June 30.
Phris, June 29.- French scientists have announced that theye.have .

verified Einstein's third prediction; that the wave length of light from the sun
is slightly longer than similar ,light produced on earth.

Monsieur A.. Perot, ma recent nunber of Comptes Rendus; the offi-
cial journal of the French Academy of Sciences; deelares that hi.s researches show
that the wave length of the magnesium lines of the sun change in color toward the
red, or are longer by about two parts in a minim.: than the same End of light
produced here on earth. This, he points out, is exactly the di2lerence that the
Einstein theory requires.

Einstein's theory first scored one over Newton's when it accounted
for the shift of 42 seeonds of arc that the planet Mercury takes each century over
and above that allowed it by the Newtonian law, This discrepancy had puzzled
astronomers for two centuries,

When it was announced that the British astronomers who went to
Africa to observe the eclipse of the sun on May 29, 1919 had found that a ray of
light passing close by the sun is bent out of its strazht course; this was the
second confirmation of Einstein's theory, and that anneuncement set the general
public talking about the Einstein theory.

The verification that has just been announced is the last of the
three practical predictions that Einstein has suggested as cheekable by observation.
General acceptane4 of IL Perot's findings and further proof of the deviation of the
light rays in a gravitational field (ae reported by the British Eclipse.Experiment)
would practically amount to a proof of the Einstein theory.

The Fraunhofex 2..ines, used in wave lenzitti measurement, can be seen
as dark lines on the solar speetren background and have their origin in the "revers-
ing layer" of the sun. it ha e been believed that the pressure varies at different
parts of this "reversing layer" and that, this cheep in pressure caused the differ-
ence in wave length between the selae light and 4,he earthly light of the same kind.
But M. Perot by hi s interroueter measurements cene to the conclusion that the
magnesium vapor of the sun is practiaally at eeee.) -1..reseuee and not, as supposed,
under high pressure, and that the Einstein theory is needed to explain tte difference
in wave length between solar magnesium light and the kind of magnesium light that is
produced here. -

Previously he had found similar differences when he compared the
cyanogen solar lines with light produced by that tegrrWtrial cyanogen producer, the
arc lamp, and as the cyanogen vapor in the suteei,Z "a' • 

tO be under little or ir
pressure, he considers this another Pheek of the theerleik'

Now that M:„ Perot has shnwn the way, twe ether scientists have du,;
into old data and report that even these past records are proving that Einstein is
right.

H.. Buisson and Oh. Fabry have considered data giving differences
of wave length of solar and earthly radiations that were obtained as early as 1896.
At that time the discrepancies were explained by assuming that the pressures in the
sun ca used them. But now, by consideeing pressure absent or very low, these two
investigatcrs shcw to their satisfaction that the old observations can be made to
prove the Einstein theory.
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THE NEXT GREAT STEP AHEAD.

6. In Photography

An interview with Dr. W. F..Meggers, Chief of the
spectroscopic laboratory of the National Bureau of
Standards.

(By Science Service)

Photographing stars in broad daylight and lengthening the astronomm
er's day to twenty-four hours, better photographs taken by airplane cameraseand
thrtqgh long-range telescopes, a simple and thoroughly practical method of photogrape.
in natural colors that can be used by the amateur as well as by the scientist, effect-
ive increase in the power of the largest astronomical telescopes now known, and more
knowledge of the color and temperature of the stars will be some of the practical
consequence 6 of the improvements that chemists will undoubtedly make in photographic
materials in the next few years.

This is the prophecy of Dr. W. F. Meggersi in charge of the spec-
troscopy laboratory of the Bureau of Standards which during the war made the photo-
graphic plates for aerial use that look through haze and record the landscape that
is obscured to the human eye.

These advances that will make photography more useful to man will
come about through the improvement of dyes that are used to make photographic plates
sensitive to all the visible spectrum and to infra-red light.

"Invisible light waves cause most of the image on the ordinary
photographic plate", explains Dr. r.eggers. "These are the very short light waves,
the Ultra-violets and the violets and blues that are on the limit of the visible
spectrum.. In the early days of photography these were called the actinic or chemical
rays because they affect the silver halide that is used in photographic emulsions.
In fact, Dr. R. 'W. Voods of Johns Hopkins University some years ago showed that if
all the visible light is screened out photographs can still be taken with ultra-
violet light. The ruby lamp of the dark room can be used because the photographic
Plate usually used is not.red-sensitive".

In the last forty years it has beenelound that if the ordinary
photographic plates are treated with solutions of certain,dyes they will become
sensitive to the visible yellows, greens, reds, and even the infra-red waves or the
so-called heat waves that are very long. It is this process that is used in making
the "panchromatic" plates and other "color-sensitive" plates now on the market.

Before the war Germany had a monopoly of the best of these processes
and the dyes, but during the war two American government research laboratories
reproduced and applied all that Germany had ever done and then vent a few steps
further. The color laboratory of the Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of A gri-
culture not only synthesized all known photographic dyes but evolved "Kryptocyanie,
a new sensitizer for red light that has made possible plates that have many different
applications. The spectroscopy section of the Bureau of Standards used this dye to
make plates that could be used in aerial photography during hazy weather.

"The blue of the sky and the red of the sunset and sunrise are due
to the scattering of.the short wave length blue light", explains Dr. Eeggers. Phys-
icists have found that the shorter the wave length the encase. the light scatters lehee
passing through a turbid medium such as the earth' atosphere. This happens "i-
verssly as the fourth power of the wave length", as they express it. Haze can buseen through only with difficulty because it scatters the short waves of the .sunslight as they travel to earth.

Whether it is the earth obscured from above by haze, a star obscuredby daylight, or a hazy panorama, the method of red photography is the same. A filteror glass screen that cuts out all the blue or short wave length light is placed in f:;front of the lens. This allows only the red and infra-red rays to penetrate and forman imar,c. Using this method of photographing through. haze, pictures taken from two
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miles above the earth wore clean-cut and distinct; while those taken simultaneously
on ordinary commercial plates show nothing but a mass of haze.

"But the most sensitive photographic materials now available are
many millions of times less sensitive to the visible spectrum than the eye", declares
Dr. Meggers, in stressing the fact that most of the progress in this line is still
ahead of us.

(Editors: This is another batch of short daily features)

BEAT EDISON TO IT
Do you know that-
Instead of there being only five senses as we usually think, there

ore probably as many as fifteen. Four distinct senses, for example, ara found in
the skin. These are heat, cold, pain and pressure. What we usually call touch is
a combination of these sense qualities.

The flesh of most molluscs and marine fish contains copper. That
Of oysters averages 34.7 milligrams per kg.

I 4 0

30.7 per cent of the people of the United States live in electric-
ally lighted houses. There are 6,291,160 wired houses and 3403000 farm lighting
plants. • . •

The American Indians made flour from the rootstalks of the common
cat-tail, professor Claasseni. of Cornell University; declares that cat-tail flour
is a satisfactory partial substitute for wheat flour in bread-making.

BEAT EDISON TO IT
Do you know that-
The remarkable volcanic region in Alaska kncwn as the Valley of Ten

Thousand Smokes actually contains, not ten thousand, but millions of smoking volcanic
vents, besides various other wonders; such as Falling Mountain; where falls of rock

occur every few minutes.
11 4 •

The wireless telephone is now used:by the Stock Exchange of Amster-

dam for communicating prices to points all over Holland.
4 O •

An association has been formed in Germany to encourage a wider use

of fungi as food. The organization publishes a monthly journal.
d • di

"Cultivated pearls" have reached such perfection in Japan that
rounded pearls, not attached to the shall of the oyster, are now produced. Experts

are unable to distinguish them from natural pearls without destroying them in the

process of testing.

BEAT EDISON TO IT:
Do you know that-
Yellow is the favorite color of the house-fly. Blue is its second

Choice, while red and purple attract it least.
V

Sword-shaped bars of iron were used by the ancient Britons as money.

and many of these are now found in British museums. A recent investigation shows

that six different denominations were used, distingu4lled by their sizes.

•
Plants live on oxygen arld carbcn dioride from the air around the,

but in an atmosphere composed only of these two gases sprouting potatoes soon die.

'f V •

A certain German astronomer, having discovered a new asteriod,

advertised in the newspapers that whoever first sent him a pcstoffice order for

C,250 might have the privilege of naming it. The offer was taken up by Baron Roth-

schild, who sent his cheque with directions that the newly discovered body should

be named after one of the ladies of the baron's family.
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BEAT EDISON TO IT!

Do you know that-
Abbattthe year 1980 the present stand of forest timber will be

exhausted, and thereafter a period of from 50 to 100Cyears of timber famine will
elapse before the trees now being planted come to bearing.

• •
Under certain conditions fish meal, used asefertilizer, is a violent

explosive.

• • •
Austria may soon be able to resume her former production of por-

celain, due to the discovery of extensive beds of fine white kaolin within her
boundaries. Although Austria made large quantities of porcelain before the war,
the kaolin from which it was made came from Germany.

I • •

The metamorphosis of a tadpole into a frog can be brought about at
any age by feeding it with thyroid gland from any animal. Very young tadpoles have
thus been turned into frogs a s small as house-flies. A tadpole deprived of its
thyroid gland does not become a frog at all, unless it is fed on thyroid.

BEAT EDISON TO IT:

Do you know that-
An oil with a pleasant, fruity taste and an odor similar to olive

oil is obtained from cantaloup: seeds.
• • .

The island of Crete has undergone a remarkable tilting since
classical times, rising at its western end and sinking at its eastern. A harborat the west end of the island is now high and dry, so that one can walk about itsfloor, while tho ancient quays and harbors works at the eastern end are now under
water.

• 0

About three per cent of non and a smaller per cent of women havered-green color blindness from birth. Rod and green look gray to them and they areunable to tell them apart. There are a very few people with total color blindnesswho see all colors as gray.

The United States is said to have more cases of rabies than any
Other country except Italy.. There were 4,000 cases reported in this country in theyear 1912.

BEAT EDISON TO ITZ

Do you know that-
Bamboo stalks measured in India were found to grow nearly twice asfast at night as by day. The greatest growth for a single day was 13 inches. Ittook o nly ai months for the plant to reach its full height of 71 feet.

•
In the northwestern part of France, where the tides are very high,

4 plant is being built which will utilize the power cf the tides for running turbines
. .

"Aeronautics", the leauing aeronautical journal of Enland, recentLPublished an edition in the German language.
• . •

The African plant "speckbom", cne cf the Trincipal foods of the
elephant, is to be introduced in southern California as a food for cattle and sheep.t will grow under the same.conditions az: the worthless chawral.
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SrEET-CORN STALKS 'ilAY BE
COMERCIAL SUGAR SOURCE

. (3y Science Service)

St. Paul, Einne, Ju;ne .- We iray soon be sweetening our coffee
and tea with sugar made from the reize plant that eepplies the side dish of canned
sweet corn if investigations plarneJ by the department of agriculture of t.,1-le Uni-
versity of 1:iinnesOta are succesefulg

Some preliminary tests last summe: showed that some varieties of
eanner's corn contain C as high as 15 per cent of sugar, and that a fairly palatable
sirup could be made from it with preper preliminary treatment. This caused the
'annesota legislatire to create a special fund for further investigation.

Dr. J. J. Tillanan of the division of Agricultural Chemistry, Uni-
verdmity of Iiinnesota, is to be in charge of the investigations and vial:erect an
experimental sirup mill in connection with the cannery at veils) Linnesota. The
best method of removing the juice, the proper elainating Undesirable flavors, the
stage nf maturity of the corn best suited for sirup making, the most economical
way of handling the plant at the factory, and the breeding of special dual purpose
varieties which will not only furnish high quality ears for canning but which will
also have stalks with abundant juice of high sugar content, are some of the problems
await inc immediate solution.

"There are three kinds of sugars in corn, glucose, fructose and
sucrose", declares Dr. riliametago "The latter is the sae:e as cane sugar, Lend cceieti-
tutes the crystallizable portion • It reaches a high percentage onl: at maturity cf
the plant. Since the sucrose and fructore predominate, the new sirup will be much
sweater than the present corn sirqp, which is made from the starch of the corn ,srain
and contains mostly glucose'.

"At the present time there are thousands of acres of stalks in our
sweet corn states that go to waste. If use can be - made of this material both the
eirners and the far:aers will realize once more the value of chemistry to moeeeL

ieustrY"-
Feter Collier of the U. S, Bureau of Cheelistry once looked to corn

selks as a possible source of granulated sugar. he actually made hunereds of peumi:

sugar from both sweet and field corn. But the yields were uncertain; and as a'eout

tnet time beets gained the ascendency as the sugar crop of the country, the results

rith corn 1-ere soon forgo'Aen!



FORECASTING THUNDERSTOR1!S
BY STATIC ELECTRICITY

(By Science Service)

Norfolk, Va., June .- Thunderstorms, one of the greatest
obstacles to routine flying during the sumner months, are about to be spied upon
by wireless. As a result of observations and experimental work at the Naval Air
Ration, Hampton Roads, Va. a means of forecasting thunderstorms by recoiding the
"strays", "statice.and other atmospheric electric disturbances by radio apparatusl
is being developed.

"At an aviation station it is important to know the approximate
time,,of arrival of thunderstorms, their extent and duration", says Francis T.,
Reichelderfer of the station in an article in the Honthly Teather Review, the
official Teather Bureau publication. "Unless these things are known, air craft may
be caught away from shelter or safe landing place, and may be forced to land where
they will be unable to return to their base for hours or days; or, worse still,
conditions dangerous to craft and personnel may be encountered. If, on days when
thunderstcrm conditions prevail, the alternative is taken and flying is suspended
in anticipation of thunderstorms which do not arrive for many hours or perhaps not
at all, much valuable flying time is lost.

"A recording instrument is to be installed to keep a continuous
record of the intensity of 'static' and a direction-recording instrument is to be
devisedi With these used in connection with the daily weather map and local meteor-
dlogiedl data it is hcped to forecast with considerable accuracy the approximate:
tine, extent and duration of thunderstorms occurring within 20 or 30 miles of the
air station".

HOk" TO IDENTIFY
THE BLEI:ISH IN YOUR APPLE

(By Science Service)

Geneva, N. Y., June .- rith apples selling at anywhere from
five to twenty-five cents apiece, the discolored, corky area or the wormhole winding
through otherwise solid flesh demands more than passing interest. Dntomoloists
at the N3W York Agricultural Experiment Station have developed a method whereby it
is possible to identify rather easily the insect or other agent which produced the
malfcrmat ion in he mature apple. The identification is based on a careful compar-
ison of the injuries produced by different insects and by mechanical and other
agencies where the fruit has been protected from possible injury from any other
source. Thus it is possible, with a little practice, to determine the exact cause
of the defect,

These experts also maintain that it is possible to eliminate alocet
altogether the common blemishes of apples if the orchardiet will follow a routine
systen of spraying which has already proved effective in controlling the insect
pests and dieeases which contribute primarily to the production of defective fruit.

THE Dr:TERENCE BFTTEN
A PLVI AND A CHMRY THIT

(By Science Service)

Can you positively distingeish between cy cherry tree and a plum

tree in the spring of the year before the trees carry fruit? You may think that
you can, yet, so similar are some cherry and plum tree that eventually you will
surely fail unless you employ the' simple rule that trained.horticulturists follow.

That one infallible guide is this: The leaves of the cherry, bcth in the bud and

just after emerging from the bud, are folded together like the pages in a book,
while those of the plum are rolled up like a magazine. And, by the vay, the leaves
of the poach arc folded like those of the cherry, and the leaves of the apricot are
rolled like those of the plum.


